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The meeting was called to order at 3.25 p.m •
. CONSIDERATION OF REPORTS SUBMI'l"i'ED IN ACCORDANCE WITH COUNCIL RESOLUTION 1988 (LX)
BY STATES PARTIES TO THE COVENANT, COtCERNING RIGHTS COVERED BY ARTICLES 6-9
(concluded) (E/1978/8/Add.35)
Report of YUgoslavia (continued) (E/1978!8/Add.35)
1.
Mr. LAZAREVI~ (YUgoslavia), continuing his replies to the questions asked at
the previous meeting, said that the representative of Japan had asked what
percentage of the total government budget was set aside for social security. under
the special system obtaining in Yugoslavia, social security constituted part of the
gross income of workers. Approximately 52 per cent of total income was allocated
to social security requirements, including medical expenses and retirement funds,
and workers received only the remaining net income. In addition there were certain
special cases, such as natural disasters, when, out of solidarity, a small
percentage of net income might be deducted for rehabilitation and reconstruction
assistance to the region affected. After the Skopje earthquake, for example,
2 per cent of ne~ incom~had been set aside for rebuilding the city. In the case
of the,earthquake in Montenegro, 1 per cent of the net income of all working people
i'.l several regions had been set aside for the rehabilitation of Montenegro over the
next seven years.

L

2.
He had referred previously to unemployment and to the efforts being made at
various levels of YUgoslav society to deal with the problem, including the
investigation of labour-intensive industr~ that would provide more work
opportunities. The representative of the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic
had asked, in connexion with par,aqraph 25 of the report what protection workers
enjoyed when it became necessary ~ r~locate a workforce. Yugoslav legislation was
explicit in that respect. Emplf
~ were obliged, when planning changes in their
basic organization, to make pro\
~on for the needs of the workers and to secure
resoarces for opening new jobs tor those workers who became redundant. The issue
was thus taken care of as far as possible. If workers were temporarily without
work, the community was obliged to assist them until they found other employment.
All enterprises in the community which were se~king workers were required to inform
the special association for employment, which'would in turn provide information on
what workers were available.

j

~

3.
!he representative of Bulgaria had asked a question about personal income in
Yugoslavia. Paragraph 54 o~ the report referred to the legal provisions governing
the distribution of income. The first call on the income created by work was the
repayment over a, number of years of the equipll';ent used to produce it and the cost
of establishing the en~erprise in question. Next, resources were set as~~e for
general needs, such as educat~on, health prote~tion, and other areas of eollective
consumption. The amount remaining was the net income of the enterprise' or basic
organization and it was distributed among the workers according to thei~"
contribution to its production. The workers decided for themselves~ through
WOrkers' Councils and similar organizrtions, how resources for personal income were
to be allocated. No decision was taken by management in respect of the net income
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of a basic organization without the consent of the workers. ibere were agreed
criteria for the distribution of personal income in particular branches of
indus/try, so that there were no extreme variations between organi3ations within a
branch. '!hat was accomplished through self-management agreements and social
compacts in the branch of the economy concerned. ibe -systemwao the object of
continuous adjustment and improvement. YUgoslav society was experimenting with
various aSPects of the economy in an effort to find the best means of responding to
the needs and interests of the workers and promoting incentives for productivity
and impr~ the quality of output. '!bere was a constant effozt to stimulate
worker participation in all decisions respecting production.
4.
'lbe representative of the Federal Republic of Germany had asked about
accident:s at work. It was only three decades since Yugoslavia had been a
predominantly agricultural country and not all workers were yet completely
accustomed to industrial work. More worker education and industrial discipline was
needed, and a strong effort was being made in that direction. He recalled that
when automobiles had first become readily available, the traffic accidel'),t rate in
YUgoslavia had been the highest in Europe. '!bere was still a high rate, of
inaustrial accidents but fatal acci4ents were decreasinq. safety standards had
been established and workers were being urged to respect them, thou~h not always
successfully. He regretted that he could not supply the most recent figures for
occupational accidents.

.

5.

In conclusion, he said that trade unions in Yugoslavia had special
ch~racteristics and could not be equated with unions in Western countries.
In Yugoslavia, the workers were at the same time the employers, and the unions
therefore played a different role. '!bey were, nevertheless, deeply concerned with
questions of remuneration and inflation, and were pressing the Government hard to
control the inflation rate which in 1981 stood at 34 per cent. It was recognized
throughout Yugoslav society that there were economic problems and there was ur:gent
discussion of the best way to reduce inflation and to preserve the standard of
living that had been achieved. 'lbat was not easy, given the current international
economic environment and the rise of protectionism in Western Europe which had
injured some YUgoslav exports.
6.
In keeping with the aims that had inspired YUgoslav society since the end of
the Second WOrld War, YUgoslavia was doing all that it could to implement all the
provisions of the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. He noted that:
average per capita income, which had been $350 in 1948, was now close to $2,000.
The country would like to move still faster, but it must recognize the difficulties
that existed while continuing to do all that was possible.
7.
'lbe CHAIRMAN said that as there were no further questions, he took it that the
working Group'had completed 'its consideration.of the report by YUgoslavia
concerning rights
covered by. articles 6 . to 9 of the Covenant.
..
8.

It was so decided.
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CONSIDERATION OF REPORTS SUBMI':[Wl'ED IN ACCORDA~E WITH CO~IL RESOLUTION
1988 (LX) BY STATES PARTIES TO THE COVENANT, CONCERl:ING RIGHTS COVERED BY
ARTICLES 10-12 (E/1980/6/Add.20, Add.23, Add.24)

I
II

Reports of Panama (E/1980/6/Add.20 and Add.2!)
9.
Mr. RIERA DIAZ (Panama) said tha~ the Group had before it two reports from
Panama, E/1980/6/Add.20, concerning right~ covered by articles 10 and 11, and
E/1980/6/Add.23, concerning rights covered by'article 12 of the Covenant. As a
background to that basic information on the situation with regard to the
implementation of those three very important articles, ~e cited a number of
population statistics. At the 1980 census, the population of Panama was some
1,800,000, giving a population density of about 23 persons to the square kilometre.
The rate of population growth for the decade 1970 to 1980 was 2.8 per cent.
In that time, the population had. risen by some 400,000, and currently more than
SO per cent, or one million persons, were under 19 years of age. Those figures
provided a frame of reference for the social policy of Panama and would help in
understanding the action that had been taken to implement the COvenant.

u

\

10. ~e Political Constitution of Panama had been adopted only in 1972, after the
drafting of the Covenants·, and the country's entire social philosophy could be said
to have been inspired by the Covenant on Economic, Social and CUltural Rights and
its political philosophy by the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. Indeed,
many of the precepts of the Constitution used the actual wording of the Covenants.
11. After the adoption of the 1972 Constitution, one of the main features of the
new, modern, soeially-eoncerned State of Panama was the pa~ticipation of the people
in solving the country's problems of health, welfare, education and culture.
Traditional State paternalism had been abandoned in favour of popular consultation
at all levels, as an instrument for the development of plans to implement the
articles of the Covenant with which the reports were concerned.
12. Chapter 2 of the Panamanian Constitution, entitled "The Family", embodied all
the principles and ideas expressed in article 10 of the Covenant. In addition, the
special protection to be accorded to mothers before and after childbirth, was
provided for in article 67 of Chapter 3 6 "Labour", of the Constitutions it
established safeguards and guarantees for a11 mothers, whi9h were implemented in
detail in the Labour Code and in the legislation relating to social security. The
same article also provided special protection for children and young persons
without discrimination, as required by article 10 •
.

13. Since ~he drafting of the report, certain new initiatives had been taken.
In particular, 1980 had seen the creation, within the Ministry of Labour and SOcial
Welfare, of the National Directorate for the Child and Family. In view of the
useful results-achieved by the Directorate, it had been considered worth while to
expand its scope and operations by ~eorganizing it, under the title of the National
Institute for the Family, as an autonomous body of quasi-ministerial staneJ'ing. The
appropriate draft legislation was now being considered, in "full consult·:st:ic>n with
all interested groups, and everything indicated that 1982 would see the Institute
established, with special responsibility for all aspects of the family covered by
f'
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article 10 of the Covenant, including pre-natal care and instruction and infant
education.
14. With respect to the requirement in article 10, paragraph 3, that children and
young persons should be protected fxom exploitation, the conditions of employment
of minors were laid down very clearly by the 1972 Labour Code. That Code had been
drawn up after the finalization of the Covenant and fully reflected its principles.
15. In relation to the provisions of article 11 of the Covenant, one of the major
concerns of Panama's social policy was to ensure that every citizen could maintain
an adequate standard of living for himself and his family. His Government accorded
the highest priority to stimulating food production with a view to eventually
attaining self-suffioiency, and a few years ago had established a separate Ministry
for Agricultural and Livestock Development, which was the nucleus of a group of
institutions and agencies, including an agricultural development bank" and insurance
and marketing agencies, which were working to bring about an expansion in the
nation's capacity to meet its food needs.
16. Because of its awareness of the very pressing need to expand and improve the
housing situation, the Government had recently established a Ministry of HOusing
which was implementing a national programme of housing action, involving all
sectors of the population, but particularly directed at the marginal and
least-advantaged groups. A very significant increase in the provision of housing
had been achieved, the recent census had shown that the number of existing houses
was double the last record figure, which dated from 1950. '!be provision of housing
was not exclusively an activity of the State, private sector involvement was
encouraged and the~e were also facilities for local communities to participate,
through mutual aid and co-operative programmes and a variety of governmentsupported programmes.
17. '!he section of the report relating to article 11 (E/1980/6/Md.20, chap. II)
contained a wealth of information, in some cases very technical, on measures being
taken nationally to promote the right to adequate nutrition an~ to improve ~ethods
of production and the quantity and quality of food proauced. 'Ibose measures
reflected the Government's awareness that only through the use of modern scientific
techniques would it be possible to reach a level of production which would" satisfy
the nation's food needs.
18. Olapt:er 6 of the Constitution, entitled -Health, Social security and Social
Assistance·, set forth the principles underlying the Government's policy in the
area covered by article 12 of the Covenant.. It took as its premise that not only
did every citizen have the right to enjoy health but that it was the duty of the
State to provide for his or her health needs. Health was not simply the absence of
disease but involved the interplay of a large number of factor~, including adequate
housing and food, general physical and mental well-being, security in .fairly paid
f!.mployment ~d social secu-c."~ty protection, which enabled the citizen to develop
into a think.ing, critical and productive member bf society•
.,
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19. Ris Government was conscious that its report was not as comprehensive as it
might be and that it did not ftl1ly reflect what w~s being done in 'Panama to
implement the rights covered by the three articles under consideration. 'lbat was
perhaps due to its lack of experience in preparing such reports and to the omissionof more detailed statistics which might effectively illustrate the points made.
However, the Secretariat had available a statistical annex which might be consulted
by members' of the WOrking Group if they so wished.
1

20. Mr. MRATCHKOV (aJlgaria) l'efea:red to the provisions of article 119 of the
Panaunian-Labour Code concerning the employment of minors between 12 and 15 years
of age, as described in point C of the section I of the report devoted to measures
taken under article 10 of the Covenant. He was curious to know how that ~ovision
was applied in practioe and particularly how "light work" was defined.
0'\
21. He requested more information
on
the
implementation
of article 10,
.
,
paragraph 2, of the Covenant from the point of view of the special protection to be
accorded to mothers.
,

22. Mrs. POUDADE (Prance) cOlllDended the initi'ative,s which had been taken by the
Panamanian Government towards the provision of adequate nutrition and housing, she
was particularly attracted by the idea of using t'evenues from the beer tax to
finance the Housing Assistance FUnd •
. 23. She was interested in further detailo about the "scli'ool_s for parents" referred
to in paragraph 4 of the section of the report dealing with measures taken under
article 10.

.

24. Nt. MARlXJVICH (By~10ru88i&n SOviet Socialist Republic) said that the'report of
the Government of Panama contained many interesting points, pa~tic~la.rly concerning
legislation aimed at solving the problems of food and housing, there! were a number
of special measur.es which might well be of interest to other states.
25. He referred to section A, paragraph 2, of the chapter of the report:- dealing
with article'-12 (E/1980/6/Add.23). He wondered what was the position with regard
to maternity ber.tefits of women who, for one reason or another, were unable to
fulfil the requirement of a minimum of nine monthly contributions in the 12 months
preceding the seventh month of pregnancy.
26. Mr. BERG'l'HUH (1t)rway) said that it wae evident that in Panama the legislation
ana regulations governing those areas of slociety covered by articles 10, 11 and 12
fully satisfied the Covenant from the legal point of view. However, rules and
regulationts could be applied in practice i:n many different ways and in Panama IS
next report it would be very interesting tIt) have SOlIe evaluation by the Government,
in the light of experience, of the practicill results and effects of the action
which it was taking.
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27. '.d1e improvement which had been achieved in standards of nutrition, especially.
for children, was impressive and extremely positiveJ the Gove.rnment was quite right
to give that area the highest priority, since it had strong implications for many
other rights, including the right to life itself. '.d1e p.togress which had been
achieved in controlling infant mortality was also very commendable •
. 28.

I
~

ij

II
B

Ii

IIil

I

"

It would be useful to have more details of how the supplementary feeding
programm~s for families and for mothers and children mentioned in section B,
paragraph 2, of ~/1980/6/Md.23, was implemented and .dmin;i.s~ered in practice,
since it must be a programme of considQrable dimensions.

29. Mr. ADOSSAMA (International Labour Organisation) said that" in its report
of 1981, the I~ Committee of Experts had considered the situation in Panama with
respect to maternity protection and the eft!ployment of children and young persons.
~at report indicated that, while the social security scheme under which medical
care and cash maternity benefits were provided applied to all employed persons,
whether in public or private employment, ce~tain other .measures, including the
right to maternity leave and measures to safeguard health and security of
employment, were laid down only in the Labour Code, which did not apply to public
employees or to workers in agricultural or agro-industrial co-operatives. '!'be
Committee had therefore considered that it would be desirable to have more
information on the maternity leave, health protection and employment security
situation of women employed in the ptiblic sector and in such co-operatives.
30. With respect to the employment of children and young persons, Panama had
ratified an appreciable number of ILO conventions in the field. 'Itle caamittee had
drawn attention to the nee~ to adopt additional measures to give effect to several
of those conventions in older to ensure medical examination and protection against
occupational hazards of young persons. SUbsequently, at its March 1982 session.
the Committee had noted with satisfaction that appropriate legislation had been
adopted.
31. '!'be Committee had also requested additional information on any further
measures to restr ict the employment of children and young persons in danger.cua
unhealthy work and to regulate work by children and young persons outside an
employment relationship and in agricultural and agro-industrial co-operatives.

~r

.

32. Mr. OM (Panama), referring to the Bulgarian representative's question
concerning article 119 of the Labour Code, _phasized that p.nama waa still
essentially an agricultural country. It was important to keep in mind the
traditional way of life of peasant f_ilies in the countryside, where it was
customary for children to help their parents in farlllWOrk from a very young age,
often becoming an important element in the family's ·production. lJ!lis h.d often led
in the past to children missing school, especially at harvest time, and being used
as full-time WOrkers. 'lbe provisione of the Labour Code sough~ to safeguard the
children's education by confining such work to
ti_s outside school hours, and· to
.
protect their health by restricting the. to Wlight work w , by which ·was _ant work
'not requiring a physical effort greater -than thatwbieb could r.aliOnab~y'-be .. -"
demanded of a l2-to-1S-year-old child. . In other words, children of that age aight
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be engaged to perform light tasks such as fetching and ~arrying tools and light
equipment, in urban areas they might be employed in equivalent light work, as
messengers, for example, or making photocopies.
33. With regard to special protection for mothers, article 67 of the Constitution
provided ~at a woman could not be deprived of her job, eithef in private or public
employment, ~hile pregnant. She had the right to paid leave during the six weeks
prior to and the eight weeks following the birth and retained entitlement to her
contract during that time. Furthermore, she was entitled to special conditions of
work during pregnancy and could not be dismissed for one year following her return
to work after giving birth to the child. He emphasized that those benefits were a
minimum, some trade unions in the private sector had obtained even more advantages
through collective agreements.
34. In reply to the question of the representative of France concerning the
Ii\::hools for parents, he emphasized that the instruction involved was quite informal
and outside th1e formal education system. '!be experiment was aimed at informing and
preparing parents, and especially fathers, regarding their responsibilities, both
legal and morill and social, for the protection of their families and the moral
education of their children. It particularly stressed the vital role played by
parents in the education of their children and encouraged them to take a keen and
active interest in the formal school instruction which the children received and to
provide support at "home. -:dle venture was entirely voluntary and was so far on a
very small sc,ale, it was hoped that it would be possible to .expand it in the
future.
35. ~. RIERA DIAZ (Panama). referred to the questions asked in relation to
maternity benefits. Any pregnant woman who was no~ working and therefoJ;'e not
paying contributions, or whose contributions were insufficient to qualify her for
benefits uilder the national social insurance scheme, was entitled, as a minimum, t,:,
reimbursement of all Jl)edical expenses involved in the birth, under a scheme
operated by the Ministry of Health. 'ltlat scheme was most frequently applied in the
agrlcultul'al sector where the majority of people were not in paid employment and
drew their living directly from the land.
36. Mr. !CAM (Panama), replying to a question" from the Ibrwegian representative
concerning the supplementary food programme for families '(E/1980/6/Add.20,
!2 para. 9) said that the programme was essentially a distribution of supplementary
food to pregnant and nursing mothers and pre-school children. Wives who
contributed, or whose husbands contributed to social security benefited from the
programme ~but, if the family did not pay social sewrity contributions, the "wife
could still benefit from the supplementary food programme operated by the Ministry
of Health.
37.

'!be general aim of such prog~ammes, to improve child health, was also one of
th@ objectives of the bealth centres which the Government had established, and the
number of which had increased sharply in recent years. '!be centres brought health
services into rural areas where the need for them was greatest, and al~o operated
,
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the supplementary food progrQmme. Individualcommunitiee had also established
health committees which exercised a general guardianship of the health of the
cortanunity, deciding such matters as the produce to be grown in the collllbUnity
gardens, and ensured the distribution of food to pciority groupe such as pee-school
children and nursing mothers.
38. 'lbere was also a school meals service operated by the Ministry of Education,
especially in rural areas.
39. 'lbe CHAIRMAN thanked the representatives of Panama for thei.r comprehensive
presentation and the answers which they had given.
40. 'lbe WOrking Group had thus concluded its contlider:ation of the reports of
Panama (E/1980/6/Add.20 and 2~) submitted in accordance with Boonomic and Social
Council resolution 1988 (LX) by States Parties to the Covenant concerning rights
cov~red by articles 10 to 12.
Report of the Ukrainian SSR (!t1980/6/Add.24)
41. Mr. SLIPCHENKO (Ukrainian SOViet Socialist Republic) introducing his
Government's report (!V1980/6/Add.24) concerning rights covered by articles 10 to
12 of the International Covenant, said that his country was a participant in all
the main international instruments concerned with human rights. ibere was a close
connexion between aneial and economic rights on the one hand, and civil and
political rights on the other, and the latter could not be enjoyed unless the
former were guaranteed. Moreover, the establ.ishment of international .peace and
security, the ending of the arms race and general disarmament, and the
establishment of co-operation among States on a basis of equality without regard to
their social and economic systems, were essential prerequisites for the solution of
the problems of economic and social development.
42. ~e achievement by the Ukrainian SSR of a high level of counerce and
agriculturee! science, health 'care and education was a result of th~ fraternal
co-operation that prevailed among the members of the ttlion of Soviet Social-ist
Republics. ibe Ukrainian COnstitution and laws guaranteed the econaaic and
cultural rights of the workers. 'l!1e COnstitution, adopted in 1978, substantially
extended the guarantee of the citizen's right to work, and to leisure and social
security, and also guaranteed the rights contained in articles 10 to 12 of the
Covenant. 'lbe report now submitt.ed covered the adoption and execut.ion of the
social and economic five-year plan for the period 1981 to 1985. '!he plan also
included measures t.o raise still further the people's standard of living,. since
measures of that nature were direct.ly concerned with securing the rights and
freedoms covered by the relevant. articles of the COVenant..
,
43. It. would be seen from. the report. that during the period 1976 to 1geO real
.. per capit.a income had increased by 17 per cent.., and was to rise by a further 16
t.o 18 per cent in the coming five-year per iad. As dur ing the· P'=4avious five
decades, there would be full employmen~;for the ent.ire working populat.ion whilst
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as before, wage increases would be a fundamental factor in increasing the material
well being of citizens. Wages of worker~ in agricultural communities would rise to
the same level as those of industrial and public sector workers. Another imlX)rtant
trend was the planned rise in payments and allowances from public funds for such
purposes as medical care, education and skills training, pensions, paid holidays,
free accommodation in sanatoria and rest homes, day care centres and so on. If
those expenditures were taken into account, the annual income 'of a family of four
persons would increase by something like a quarter. The programme provided for an
increase of 22 per cent in such funds over the five-year period, which was a larger
rate of increase than the projected rise in national income in general which was
estimated at 18 to 20 per cent. SUch ~blic expenditure was a means of achieving
social equality.
44. Another example of the use of public spending for social ends was the
maintenance of rents at the S&me level over more than half a century. Despite the
widespread destruction of something like 40 per cent of total housing during the
war years, the urban housing stock in 1980 was four and a half times higher than it
had been in 1940. During the period 1970 to 1980, 3.7 million new dwelling units
had been provided, and over the coming five-year period 400,000 well-built modern
dwellings would be provided every year. The aim was to have such a dwelling for
every family by the end of ~e 1980s.
45. An increase in. the rate of production of consumer goods was one of the leading
features of the development of trade and commerce during the years 1981 to 1985.
'Ibere would be further developnent of the system of social security, which already
covered 10 million people, and advances in health care, where it wes proposed to
increase the number of hospital beds to 13 per thousand of the population whilst
also increasing the number cif medical staff by 12 per cent. Information. on the
developnent of education, science and culture, which were also part of the
five-year prograJlllle, would be given in the report on articles 13 to 15 of the
COvenant.
46. He could supply additional facts to amplify the information on maternal ar,td
child care given on pages 3 to 5 of the English text of the report. During the
last year a number of measures had been taken on behalf of working mothers,
including a shortened working day or week, flexible shifts, work at home and so on,
together with additional paid holidays for working women having two or more
children. A number of other measures were contemplated in the programme adopted
in 1981 for increased State assistance to families with children. They included
paid leave of up to one yealt for looking after the children of participating
working mothers (with the optiorl of a further six months' unpaid leave with .
safeguardIng of all working rights), a one-time payment on the birth of a child,
increased children's allowances and extension. of the period of payment of such
allowances for single mothers, and an increase from seven to 14 days in paid leave
for taking care of sick children. There would also be additional old-.ge pensions
for mothers who had brought up five or more children or who had handicapPed
children, and increased benefits for families vith children in such mattersas
allocation of housing and individual and cO-operative housing construction.
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41. A number of measures had been taken after the publication of the report before
the ColIIDittee, and were directly concerned with maternal and child welfare and
family protection. !hey included an increase in the min~um old-age pension or
disability benefit, in the allowance for the loss of the breadwinner, and in
'allowances for mothers with many children. TOgether those measures affected more
than 2 million pensioners. '!be Government hae also taken steps to increase the
supply of basic consumer goods, and to continue to improve hospital and
convalescent home care and workers' rest homes, inc:uding further improvements in
facilities for family rest holidays, better pre-school education in rural
CQIIIftunities, and the general observance in the Ukraine of the legislation providing
special allowances for mothers with many children.
48. '!here were of course measures for publio control over compliance with and
practical application of the laws regulating the rights of citizens in the social
and economic fields, lind those measures particularly involved the trade unions
which grouped 25 million people in the Ukrainian SSR. !he trade unions directly
administered the State system of social insurance which had a 1982 budget
of 3.5 billion roubles, and they also provided a broad network of sanitoria, rest
hanes and children's institutions, and were empowered to supervise compliance with '
labour legislation, including safety at work, and to allocate funds for incentive
bonuses, and for expenditure by commercial and industrial enterprises on housing
and social and cultural buildings. During the period 1916 to 1980 the introduetion
of a number of measures for medlanization and automation of productive 1Z00esses '
made it possible to swit~ more than 300,000 workers in the industrial field alone
from manual to mechanized labour. I1Ir ing the. same per iod 5 billion roubles were
spent on improving working conditions and on hygiene and safety measures. working
conditions were improved in more than 2.5 million work places and the working
conditions of more than a million women were improved. Expenditure under those
heads was to be doubled in the per iod 1981 to 1985.
49. Mr. MRATCHKOV (Bulgar~a) said he would like more information on the role
played in the Ukrainian SSR by local State bodies and sooial organiZAtions in
educating young people f~r marriage, on the legal and administrative measures taken
to help women carry out their roles in the family and in society at large and on
theaotivities of the CoIIInission of the SUpreme Soviet of the Ukrainian SSR on
WO_n's WOrking and Living Conditions and Maternal and Child welfare which had been
established by the SUpreme Soviet of the Ukrainian SS~.

so.

Mr'. ADO (Japan) noted that article 10, paragraph 1, of the International

Convention on Economio, ~ia~ and CUltural Rights stipulated that a marriage must
be entered into with the free consent of the intending spouses. at page 2, the
Ukrainian report (E/1980/6/Add.24) stated that article 15 of the Marriage and
Pamily COde of the Ukrainian SSR stipulated two conditions for contracting
marriagel the mutual consent of the persons contracting marriage and ~eir
attainment of marriageable age. He therefore wanted to know whether that meant
that there were no restrictions preventing Ukrainian oitizehs from marrying fureign
nationals•.
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51. Q1 page 6, the report referred to a special Decree of the Presidium of the
SUpreme Soviet establishing the honorary titles wMothel=-Heroine w, the order .
wMaternal Gloryw and first and second class wMotherhood Medals w• He wondered
whether the intention of those honorary titles was to encourage population increase
and noted in that connexion that reference was made in the last paragraph on page 3
to a number of special benefits accorded to large families, including housing
benefits.' He wondered whether that 'also was designed to encourage population
increase or whether it was related to the housing shortage implied in the second
paragraph on page 2.
52. Q1 page 18, the report referred to progress in agricultural production and
noted specifically that the gross output of the public portion of the agricultural
sector had increased by 11 per cent during the period of the past five-year plan.
He wanted to know what the level of agricultural production had been in the past
two to three years, particularly in the light of reports of agricultural shortages
in the USSR. Since the Ukrainian SSR was extremely rich agriculturally, he
wondered whether its situation within the USSR was exceptional.
53. Page 21 of the report stated that rents for apartments in the Ukrainian SSR
had remained unchanged since 1928 and did not exceed an average of 3 per cent of
income in working families and that household expenditure on rents and ultility
services amounted to less than a third of the total outlay on those items. He
wondered exactly how high rents were and how they had been maintained at the same
level for over 50 years. He also wanted to know what was meant by saying that .
household expenditures on rents and utility services amounted to less than a third
of the total outlay on those items •

.

54. Mr. ALLAFI (Li·byan Arab Jamahiriya) said that on page 12, the report .of the
Ukrainian SSR stated that persons aged between 15 and 16 worked a-24-hour week, and
those between 16 and 18 worked a 36-hour week. He wondered what kind of work they
did and whether it was comparable to work performed by adults.
page 16, the report stated that real per capita income was expect:ed to
increase by 16-18 per cent but that the average monthly pay of manual and
non-manual workers would increase by only 12-15 per cent and the payments received
by collective farm workers from public c~nsumption funds by 15 per cent. He would
like clarification of the discrepancy.

55.

Q1

l
Page 23 of the report referred interestingly to a highly-developed system of
environmental protection in the Ukrainian SSR and he wanted more information about
that s stem.

56.

57. Mr. BERGTHUN (R>rway) said that the tJkra.ihian SSR had indeed been very
scrupulous in implementing the special protection which, under article 10,
paragraph 2, of the Covenant, should be accorded to mothers before and after
childbirth, but added that fathers should also play an important role in the early
care of the child. Some countries in fact provided paid leave. and s04:ial security
benefits to enable fathers to stay home to care for young children and he wondered
whether there were any developments in that direction in the Ukrainian SSR.
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58. Page 6 of the report noted that every year 2.5 million roubles were allocated
for free food for children under one year of age. He wanted to know what the
rationale was ~. that arrangement and what was being done to educate the public
about what constl~ted proper nutrition for young children.
59. Mrs. POUDADE (France) noted that on page 3 the report of the Ukrainian SSR
stated that at present half the pre-school-age population attended kindergartens
and day nurseries and said she wanted to know what alternative there was for the
other half in a country in which all mothers worked. 'Ibe first Paragraph on Page 4
of the report said that a medical certificate for seven days was accorded for the
Parent of a sick child and she wondered whether that referred to the mother only or
whether it included the father as well.
60. According to the in~ormation on page 6 of the report, every family in the
Ukrainian SSR had the right to determine for itself the number of children it
wanted, but to implement that right the family needed proper information and she
therefore wanted to know whether information ~n contraception was available in the
Ukrainian SSR and what that country's attitude was to abortion.
61. Mr. BORCHARD (Federal Republic of Germany) noted that the economy of the
Ukrainian SSR was integrated with the economic system of the USSR and that the
country traded with the other Republics. He therefore wondered whether the figures
on agricultural production given on page 18 of the report reflected actual
consumption. It was difficult to assess the real standard of living without
information on the actual per capita consumption of basic foad-stuffs and it was
quite possible for production to lag behind demand.
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62. Page 21 of the report indicated that the working population of the
Ukrainian SSR benefited from extremely low rents and it must be assumed that if
rent was so low there must be a great demand for housing. He therefore wanted to
know how supply and demand for housing were regulated in the absence of the price
mechanism, whether priority was assigned on the basis of number of children, age of
housing or other factors, and whether there was a dialogue with the pUblic to make
such determinations. The housing figures in the report were impressive, but failed
to indicate how many square metres of housing were available per c~pita and what
future, plans were in that connexion.
63. Mr. ADOSSAMA (International Labour Organisation) noted that the Ukrainian SSR
had ratified the ILO Maternity Protection COnvention of 1952 and the ILO Minimum
Age Convention of 1973 and that the ILO COnunittee of Experts wanted further
information on measures taken in the Ukrainian SSR to regulate work by children and
the young people on collective farms, what restrictions were placed on dangerous
and unhealthy work on collective farms, and what provisions were made for working
hours and rest on collective farms.
'ltle meeting rose at 6.10 p.m.
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